AIELOC and Women of Color in ELT Conference
AGENDA

Saturday, November 13, 2021 (Eastern Time)

900am-915am Opening

915-1015am Darnell Fine, “Day of Absence”: A Retreat for Communities of Color to Unpack Internalized Racism

1015-1020am Break

1020-1100am Ceci Gomez-Galvez, Language Equity: Redefining our Language Learning Practices to Empower Multilinguals

1105-1135am Tiwana Merritt and Constance Collins, Countering Savior Mentality: Critical Engagement in Our Local Communities

1140-1210pm Xoai David, Persistence - ODIS Collective and the IB, One Year Later

1210-1230pm Break

1235-105pm Fernanda Caetano, Fostering Belonging in the classroom through rapport and decolonial perspectives

105-150pm Sherri Spelic, At Home and Away: Building Connections That Allow You to Thrive Year Round

155-225pm Dominique Dalais, Conversations with an International Teacher of Colour - Discussions on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Anti-Racism

230pm Fandy Diney, Closing
AIELOC and Women of Color in ELT Conference
AGENDA

Sunday, November 14, 2021 (Eastern Time)

900-910am Opening

910-1000am Margaret Park and Jessica Huang, Leadership and Intersectionality: How Gender and Race Impact Women in Leadership

1005-1050am Joel Llaban, Nurturing the Courage to Lead

1050-1100am Break

1100-1145am Leadership Panel moderated by Grace Wilson, Kam Chohan, Dr. Megel Barker, Dr. Erin Robinson

1150-1235am Dr. Fernanda Marinho Kray and Dr. Christine Montecillo Leider, Creating a Space of Our Own: Enraizando Social Justice as Resistencia in Neoliberal Contexts of Education

1235-100pm Break

100-130pm Ann Marie Christian, Identity, wellbeing and safeguarding our children

135-225pm Giancarlo Picasso, Our Purple Couch: The Learning Hub for Gender and Sexuality at International Schools

230-250pm Mehar Suri, EmoEmpathy: A New Lens of Teaching Anti-Discrimination, Sexuality and Consent

250pm Mona Fairley-Nelson, Closing